Agenda

Markets and Decisions:
A workshop on the use of markets for decision support
June 11 and 12, 2002, Arlington, VA
http://marteksys.com/martek/DARPAConference.html

Tuesday, June 11 – Prediction Markets
0730 – 0900 Registration
0900 – 0915 Welcome
0915 – 0945 Michael Foster – DARPA – introduction
0945 – 1030 Joyce Berg – Univ. Iowa / MarTek – election markets, the IEM experience
1030 – 1045 Break
1045 – 1130 Robin Hanson – George Mason Univ. / Net Exchange – conditional markets
1130 – 1215 Discussion
    Open floor
    Tom Rietz, Joyce Berg – demonstration markets
1230 – 1345 Lunch
    Tom Rietz – Univ. of Iowa / MarTek – prediction markets
1400 – 1445 David Pennock – NEC – modeling information incorporation in markets and market games
1445 – 1515 MarTek – demonstration markets
1515 – 1530 Break
1530 – 1730 Discussions
    Robert Berman – CIA – another tool in the arsenal
    open floor

Wednesday, June 12 – Information Markets
0900 – 0945 Ely Dahan – MIT / UCLA – securities trading of concepts (STOC)
0945 – 1030 Leslie Fine – Hewlett Packard – predicting uncertain events in small groups
1030 – 1045 Break
1045 – 1130 Vernon Smith – George Mason Univ. – information aggregation in electricity markets
1130 – 1215 Discussion
    open floor
1230 – 1345 Lunch
    George Neumann – Univ. of Iowa / MarTek – equilibrium prices in markets with few traders
1400 – 1445 John Ledyard – CalTech and Net Exchange – combinatoric markets
1445 – 1500 Break
1500 – 1700 Discussion
    Pete Locke – G. Washington U. – legal issues in information markets
    MarTek – demonstration markets
    Open Floor
    Mike Foster – closing remarks